
ABUSE OF POWER IN MACBETH

The use and abuse of power is an important theme in 'Macbeth'. We see the supernatural power of the witches, the
political power of the monarchy and the.

His sleepless torture would vanish, he thought, if only he had no cause for fear. Shakespeare shows that power
corrupts by using Macbeth who corrupts under the thought of have power over others. From the very first time
he sees the witches he becomes corrupt, nothing is adequate for him; as he discards anyone standing in his
way. Any subject. Power by definition is control, controlling everything would make everything go the way
that person wants it to so power is sought. Corruption of power is something brought upon by greed to obtain
what one desires. Macbeth cannot fully comprehend the possible outcome of his fate because he is mortal, and
therefore is a victim to his power driven quest and his ultimate fate. I will do this by using quotes and different
points from the play. For the council with the three witches makes him to take more steps in blood as he
arranges the murder of Lady Macduff and her child. He kills king Duncan against his better judgment and
afterward stews in guilt and paranoia. These plays illustrate a problem that is still relevant today. He clearly
allows himself to consider taking such actions, although he is by no means resolved to do so. Power, like a
disease, pollutes whatever it touches. This shows how the more power you receive the more power you want;
which in many cases, such as this one leads to destruction. In this way, Enright highlights that the uneven
distribution of power in a patriarchal society allows men to abuse their power over women. On the other hand,
the Three Witches not only gave Lady Macbeth the opportunity to alter Macbeth into the tyrant which he now
is the Three Witches also led Macbeth to his downfall soon after Macbeth came into power. Macbeth is a
courageous Scottish general who is not naturally inclined to commit evil deeds, yet he deeply desires power
and advancement. I wanted to live deep and suck out all the marrow of lifeâ€¦ to put to rout all that was not
life; and not, when I came to die, discover that I had not lived. In conclusion, both Enrights A Property of the
Clan and Shakespeares Macbeth use dramatic techniques to illustrate that power impacts upon individuals in
different ways. Macbeth was a great hero when he returned from the battlefield; only when absolute powers
fogged his mind and the forces of evil corrupted destiny. Many people who are in power, abuse their power,
and commonly become corrupt or unjust due to the power. When Lady Macbeth reads the letter from her
husband telling her about the witches, it can be clearly seen that she will be willing to risk anything to see
Macbeth king. He is surrounded by doubt and guilt but Lady Macbeth has no such doubt. Macbeth and Hitler
were both loved by their people, but. He was once a good man and a brave soldier, but because the influences
from the three witches and his wife he was bound for ill faith; added to this list is his short-sited view for
absolute powers. Further, the witches have prophesised that Banquos heirs will sit on the throne, increasing
Macbeths fears that his position as King is not safe while Banquo and his son are alive. It is clear that Banquo
is not as easily taken in as Macbeth, and is aware that supernatural beings often seduce men into devious
actions and lead them to their downfall. When she hears of the witches prophesy of Macbeth becoming king,
she believes that Macbeth needs to kill Duncan if he wants to be king and she queen. Power, like a disease,
pollutes whatever it touches is a true statement that demonstrates the cruel human nature and was displayed
throughout many works of literature. Yes he is, hold on. Corruption in Action The stage directions indicate
that the play begins with a storm, and malignant supernatural forces immediately appear in the form of the
three witches. The play shows that even someone who starts out like Macbeth and does not crave power, will
do terrible things to gain authority and power. Toward the end of the play he descends into a kind of frantic,
boastful madness. People in power feel that they can do anything when they are in power for a long period of
time. Her greetings on meeting Macbeth show clearly that she has formulated a clear-cut plan to make
Macbeth the king of Scotland. This is a strong element of his demise, people are now apprehensive about
Macbeth and his actions and some are beginning to suspect him. She questions, â€¦â€¦. Power has corrupted
him to such an extent that he has hallucinations. This lust for power leads Macbeth, as it would all men, to an
evil that exist in everyone. This was especially true for the Three Witches. Eves Tracy as a sexual object, and
that he blames her for her own assault. Also I imagine most people answered the relationship question rather
than this one as they felt that it is more familiar to them. William Shakespeare explores the relationship
between gender and power within the play, challenging the male dominant society of the 16th century. Evil is
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the worst thing on Earth.


